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Music, dance and movement can have a really positive impact on
children’s physical and mental wellbeing. Movement can occur indoors
or outdoors and adding music allows children to discover and develop
ways to be creative and express themselves. Music and movement
is a fun, active, engaging multi-sensory activity.
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What is my
child learning?
Music and movement can support your
child’s physical development, creativity
and language development as they develop
rhythm and harmony as well as learning
sounds and words through song.
Playing or sing songs
together is also a great way
to support children with
transitions during the day. A song
can be played or sung when it’s time move
from one activity to the next.
Running, crawling, hopping, shaking,
marching, skipping and/or stretching to the
music can be a great release and supports
physical development.

Music is a tool that can connect us to each
other and enables us express feelings,
thoughts and emotions. Listen to the music
you enjoy yourself and encourage your child
to pick and listen to the music they like.

Suggestions to
extend learning:
• Make your own, homemade musical instruments.
For example: homemade shakers using rice, pasta,
shells or lentils in various containers such as empty
spice tins or bottles. Homemade drums can be
created with buckets or empty tins and wooden
spoons, sticks or metal spoons to create different
sounds.
• Tapping, stepping or clapping out the beat of a song
can be enjoyable for children and can be a new way
to enjoy some of their favourite tunes and learn
about sound and timing.
• Animal walks. Model how to hop like a bunny/frog,
stomp like an elephant, waddle like a duck. Take
turns to move your bodies like different animals and
introduce animal sounds.
• Turning down the lights or closing the curtains and
using torches, fairy lights or glow sticks to have your
own dance party. Encourage your child to play their
favourite songs and maybe their favourite dolls or
teddies could join in the fun.
• Music can help reduce stress and anxiety levels.
Playing some relaxing music can be soothing and
help you and your child to unwind. This could be
accompanied with some deep breathing.

